
TRIAX TD Dishes
Flexible solutions - easy installation



Our standard solutions meet most needs  
We know no two customers are alike, which is why you 
can choose from a range of standard solutions or  
customised dishes and packaging upon request.  
As a leading satellite dish manufacturer, we offer  
“one-stop-shopping” with all accessories needed to get the 
installation right.  
We have also made installation quick and easy, as many 
parts are pre-mounted on the dish meaning few tools  
are needed.

Standard assortment  
Choose between:  

 � Size (height) 64, 78, 88 or 110 cm
 � Colours - RAL 7016 or 7035 
 � Acc. bags - Wing nut or 6-edge flange nut 

with 1 or 2 mastclamps depending on dishsize
 � Packaging: Single pack or bulk single pack*

 
All TRIAX dishes are manufactured in galv. steel and are  
supplied with mounting kit and TRIAX logo on the reflector.  
All standard LNBs can be fitted and our range of wall brackets 
provide different options for your installation. 

We can meet most special requests for:  

 � Material
 � Sizes 
 � Colours 
 � Nuts and bolts
 � Customised packaging and/or logo

Please contact us to discuss how we can benefit  
your business.

Customise to your requirements

*Bulk single pack = 50 or 100 
dishes per package, accessories 
are not pre-mounted but are 
delivered single boxed to marry 
with dish reflector.

The two Triax 
standard colours

 TD64 TD78 TD88  TD110

The Triax standard bracket set is available as:  
1 mast bracket with 6-edge flange nut (Fig. 1)
2 mast brackets with 6-edge flange nut 
1 mast bracket with 6-edge wing nuts
2 mast brackets with 6-edge wing nuts (Fig. 2)  
- all depending on dish size

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Choose TD dishes  
- the most important part of an 
installation is the quality of  
the incoming signal.
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Flexible dish solutions
| standard or customised to your requirments



Quick and easy installation

Patented elevation brackets with 
accurate setting scales: 
Quick and easy installation and 
adjustment to your desired satellite.

Secure fitting of the 
feed-arm: The coaxial 
cable runs through the 
feed-arm to the back 
of the dish. 
Here, an additional 
plastic locking device 
keeps everything in 
place.

The pre-mounted feed-arm just    
needs unfolding.
The LNB holder is simply clicked on.

The UV-resistant 
plastic Ø40 mm LNB 
holder is quickly 
clicked on to the 
feedarm. 
An adaptor is provided 
for Ø23 mm LNBs.

On the TD 110 the 
feed-arm is not  
pre-mounted.  
Instead, for stable 
mounting, it is  
secured with an 
additional wing-nut on 
the rear of the dish.

Serrated, non-slip mast brackets 
ensure the stability of the dish.
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High quality satellite dishes
| secure crystal clear signals to your TV



Choose between:  

 � 3° and 6° Duo-Block 
Elegant solutions in black or grey  – for Ø40 mm LNBs. 
Perfect for reception from two satellite positions, e.g.  
Eutelsat (Hotbird) and ASTRA

 � 3° to 10° Flexi-Block 
Custom-made for two Ø40 mm LNBs.

 � 3° to 20° Multi-Block 
Holds four Ø40 mm LNBs – with min. 4 deg. between the 
satellite positions. Also available with complete packaging: 
Bracket, LNB units and DiSEqC switch.

Need to connect more LNB units to you set-top box ? 

 � MFD 21 DiSEqC switch 
- DiSEqC 2X1 position for connection of 2 universal single 
LNB units to a set-top box.

 � MFD 41 DiSEqC switch 
- DiSEqC 4X1 position for connection of 4 universal single 
LNB units to a set-top box.

 � Triax supplies a wide range of mounting brackets.  
We can fulfill all your requirements for dish installation. 

Optional brackets for the TD-dish

DiSEqC switches & wall brackets

Triax Universal LNBs meet the most critical demands in to-
day’s market. You are guaranteed extremely low noise  
in both high and low band – and excellent cross polar  
isolation. Our comprehensive range includes: 

 � Universal Single LNB
 � Universal Twin LNB
 � Universal Quad LNB
 � Universal Quattro LNB
 � Universal Octo LNB 
 � Triax fibre optical LNB
 � Triax SCR LNB

State-of-the-art LNB units

Duo-Block

Flexi-Block

Multi-Block

2x1 DiSEqC switch

4x1 DiSEqC switch

S-bracket

J-bracket

3-legs  
wallbracket

SCR LNB

Universal Single

Universal Octo

Fibre 
Optical
LNB

Universal Quattro

Universal 
Quad

Universal Twin
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Accessories
| for a professional installation



Size Color Packaging Accessory Art. No.

TDS 64
64 7016 Singlepack 6-edge flange nut 120611

6-edge wing nut 120612
100 pcs. Bulk - 

single boxed bracketry
6-edge flange nut 120613
6-edge wing nut 120614

64 7035 Singlepack 6-edge flange nut 120621
6-edge wing nut 120622

100 pcs. Bulk - 
single boxed bracketry

6-edge flange nut 120623
6-edge wing nut 120624

TDS 78

78 7016
Singlepack

6-edge flange nut 120711
6-edge wing nut 120712

100 pcs. Bulk - 
single boxed bracketry

6-edge flange nut 120713
6-edge wing nut 120714

78 7035
Singlepack

6-edge flange nut 120721
6-edge wing nut 120722

100 pcs. Bulk -
single boxed bracketry

6-edge flange nut 120723
6-edge wing nut 120724

TDS 88

88 7016
Singlepack

6-edge flange nut 120811
6-edge wing nut 120812

100 pcs. Bulk - 
single boxed bracketry

6-edge flange nut 120813
6-edge wing nut 120814

88 7035
Singlepack

6-edge flange nut 120821
6-edge wing nut 120822

100 pcs. Bulk - 
single boxed bracketry

6-edge flange nut 120823
6-edge wing nut 120824

TDS 110

110 7016
Singlepack

6-edge flange nut 120111
6-edge wing nut 120112

50 pcs. Bulk - 
single boxed bracketry

6-edge flange nut 120113
6-edge wing nut 120114

110 7035
Singlepack

6-edge flange nut 120121
6-edge wing nut 120122

50 pcs. Bulk - 
single boxed bracketry

6-edge flange nut 120123
6-edge wing nut 120124

Standard assortment list

At a glance
| A quick overview of the standard dish range
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Headquartered in Denmark, TRIAX is an international 
supplier of innovative, high-tech solutions for the 
reception and distribution of video, audio and data 
signals. The company’s products and solutions are 
used by broadcasters, cable operators, local closed 
networks and domestic dwelling.

TRIAX has 9 sales subsidiaries generating a turnover 
of approx. €90M and operates in more than 60 
distributor countries. The TRIAX team consists of 350 
employees and is owned Polaris Private Equity.

See triax.com for further info.

Copyright © 2016 TRIAX. All rights reserved. The TRIAX Logo and TRIAX,  
TRIAX Multimedia are registered trademarks or trademarks of the TRIAX 
Company or its affiliates.
All specifications in this brochure are subject to change without further notice.

Contact
triax.com/contact


